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See any potential fissure-aligned vents?  Some are known to be single eruptions, others reliably distinct age, others unknown 



Experimental Series 2. Fissure operated in fixed-
geometry configurations. Before wax injection the 
fissure-wall segments are set for parts of the fissure to 
be open, closed, or  intermediate. In panel (a), for 
example, wax will rise up a parallel-sided vertical slot; 
in (d), up a narrow slot where it has a narrow slot to 
the left, and a full-width one to the right. Only 
examples shown – many configurations possible.

Operation of fissure in dynamic-width mode; may be 
combined with a partial fixed-geometry configuration, e.g. 
to deliver wax at centre base. Before wax injection the 
dynamic segments are closed, then entering wax exerts 
pressure against the walls to force them apart as wax flows 
between. Changing wax flow alters pressure, and walls 
forced apart may either remain in place (inelastic opening), 
or move back inward as pressure falls (elastic opening; see 
Figure 5). At right the acquisition of thermal data is shown, 
for the same time as represented for width.



ArtFisH

Artificial Volcanic Fissure for Hot-wax Analysis of 
Thermal Feedback and Conduit Initiation



The wax: Polyethylene glycol (PEG) 600

Melting temperature ~ 22 °C

Temperature-dependent 
viscosity

Common lava/magma 
analogue fluid



Prototype - smArtFish

Adjustable fissure width and shape

Adjustable wall temperature



Initial tests: variable temperatures



Initial tests: variable widths



Initial tests: variable widths



Scaling up and scaling to nature

Aspect ratio: 
𝐻

𝑤

Dimensionless T: 
𝑇𝑠 −𝑇𝑤

𝑇𝑚−𝑇𝑤

Peclet number: 
𝑣ρ𝐶𝑤

𝑘

Reynolds number: 
𝑣ρ𝑤

μ

Dimensionless 
parameters

Nature Experiment

Peclet number Pe 2.4 x104 - 9.8 x106 0.6 - 460

Reynolds number Re 2.6 - 1620 0.6 - 11

Dimensionless 
temperature T*

0.7 - 1.2 0.7 - 0.8

Aspect ratio 300 - 20000 150 - 300



ArtFisH

Drawn by Jim Woods



Experiment configurations: width/shape

e.g. lateral narrowing

lateral and vertical narrowing

…. and opening

excavation of softer layers

Combined tests: Which property has the greater influence?



Instrumentation

•Videos

• Thermal sensors

• Thermal cameras?

•Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV)




